Math 113
Sample Exam I

Name: ____________________
Date: _____________________

Label all answers. Please put your final answer in the blank after each question.
SHOW ALL WORK !!!
(1) Define the x & y intercepts of the line (4 pts): 6 x + 3 y = 18

x- intercept: ______________

y-intercept: _________________

(2) Complete the table of values for the line (2 pt. each)
4 x + 3 y = 36
x
0
y
0

12
4

(3) Graph the line that contains the point (2,3) and has a slope of 3. (4 pts.)

Label Your
Points!!!
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(4) Find the slope of the line containing the points (1,1) & (3,8) (2 pts)
_________________________

(5) Find the equation of the line (in Slope-Intercept Form) containing the point (2,5)
& a slope = -1 (4 pts.) ___________________________

(6) Find the slope of the line 4 x − 2 y = 5 . (2 pts.) ______________________

(7) Find the equation of the line (in General Equation Form) that contains the
points (3,5) & (7,1) (4 pts) __________________________

(8) Determine if the following lines are parallel, perpendicular, coincident (identical),
or intersecting. (4 pts. each)

a.

x − 2y = 4
2 x + y = 10

_______________________
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b.

3 y − 6 x = 18
y − 2x = 8

_______________________

(9) Find the equation of the line that is perpendicular to the line 3x + y = 3 and
contains the point (6,10). (4 pts.) ____________________________

(10)
Find the equation of the line that is parallel to the line 5 x − 3 y = 15 and
contains the point (6,9). (4 pts.) ______________________________

(11)
Find the equation of the line that is perpendicular to the line x = 4 and
goes through the point (3,2). (4 pts.) ___________________________

(12)
Find the equation of a line that goes through the point (6,7) and has a slope
of 0. (4 pts.) __________
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Find the point of intersection for the following lines (4 pts.)
(13)
_______________________
3x − y = 1

10 x − 2 y = 26

(14)
In 2002, the cost of a Honda Pilot was $28,500. In 2005, the cost of a
Honda Pilot was $32,400. Assuming that the relationship between time and cost
is linear, determine a formula for predicting the cost of a Honda Pilot. Use this
formula to predict the cost of a Honda Pilot in 2011. (8 pts.)
___________________________

(15)
A plant can manufacture 120 lamps for a total daily cost of $7,140 and
250 lamps for $8,700.
a. If the total daily cost of producing lamps is linearly related to the number
of lamps produced, determine a formula for total daily costs for x lamps.
(4pts) ______________________________
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b. What would be the cost of producing 350 lamps? (2 pts.) ______________

c. If the selling price of these lamps is $50 per lamp, what is the revenue
function for the lamps? (2 pts.) ________________

d. What is the break-even point for these lamps? (4 pts.)
______________________

e. What is the profit function for these lamps? (2 pts.)
_______________________

f. What profit would be made by selling 225 lamps? (2pts.)
____________________
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If a product has a selling price of $110, consumers are willing to buy 200
(16)
units of it. If the price is $70, they will buy 400 units. A manufacturer will
produce 150 units of the product if the selling price is $60 or 250 units if the
selling price is $120.
a. Find the demand equation. (4 pts.) ____________________

b. Find the supply equation (4 pts.) ______________________

c. If the price of the product were $150, how many units would
manufacturers produce? (2pts.) _____________________

d. What is the market equilibrium ( both price and quantity) (4pts.)
____________________________
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A bank has outstanding loans worth $25,000. Some wee loaned at 12%
(17)
and some were loaned at 6%. If the income from those loans was $2,400, how
much was loaned at 12%? (6 pts.) ___________________________

EXTRA CREDIT:
(1) Graph the Cost Function, Revenue Function, and Profit Functions from
Problem #15. (5 pts.)

(2) A candy store sells a candy mixture of chocolate kisses and caramels.
Each bag of the mixture contains 25 pieces of candy and sells for $1.60. It
costs $.05 to produce each chocolate kiss and $.10 to produce each
caramel. How many caramels are in a bag of the mix if you break-even?
(5 pts.) ___________________________
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